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O. Introduction 

In the paper [5] M. P. BRRI posed a problem “ Is the topological product 01 

minimal Hausdorll spaces necessarz"ly mz"/zt'mal Hausdorll?" 

We prove in this paper that the product of minimal Hausdorff spaces is mini

mal Hausdorff. For the proof of the above problem, we consider a space that 

has some property of compact space and we define it as a quasi-compact space 

and prove that arbitrary product of quasi-compact spaces is also quasi-compact. 

The methods of proof are used in THEOREM 1. 3. are identical with those used 

in the proof of the product of compact spaces is compact. 

1. Qasi-compact spaces. 

1. 1. Definition. A topological space is quasi-compact if and only if each family 
of open sets which has the finite intersection property has a non-void adherent 

set. 

1. 2. Definition. {Oα} is a family of subsets of topological space X , then we 

call ^ {Õa} as the adherent set of {Oa}' 

1. 3. THEOREM. Let {Xa : aEA} be a lamt"ly 01 quast'-compact spaces, then the 

cartesian product X =TIXa is quasi-compact relative to the prodμct topology. 

Proof. Let Lf- be a family of open sets of X which has the finite intersection 

property. We shall prove that Lf- has a non-void adherent set. The class 

of all open famillies which posses the finite intersection property is of finite 

character and consequently we may assume Lf- is maximal with respect to 

this property by Tuke’ s Lemma. Because Lf- is maximal with respect to this pr

operty each open set which contains a member of Lf- belongs to Lf- and the inte

rsection of two members of Lf- belongs to Lf-. Moreover, if B is an open set 
which intersects each member of Lf-, then BεLf- by maximality. Finally, the 

family of projections of members of Lf- into a coordinate space has the finite 
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intersection property and is an open family , hence it is possible to choose a 

point Xa in ^{Pa[BJ : Bfc!f.}. Here Pa denotes the projection into coodinate sp-

ace, and 13 denotes the cIosure of B. The point x whose a-th coordinate is X。

then has the property: each open neighborhood U of Xa intersects Pa[B] for 

every B in c!f. or equivelently Pa-l[U]fM , for each open neighborhood U of Xa 

m Xa• Therefore finite intersections of sets of this form belongs to c!f.. Then 

each neighborhood of X which belongs to the defining base for the product to 

pology belongs to c!f. and hence intersects each member of c!f.. Therefore X belongs 

to B for each B in c!f., and the theorem is proved. 

1. 4. THEOREM. A quasi-compact subspace of quasi-compact T 2 space X is closed in X. 

Proof. Let M be a subset of quasi-compact T 2 space X , and let M be not 

closed in X. Then there is a point X which is contained in M but not contained 

in M. Let {Ua : αfL1} be the family of open neighborhoods of X in X. Then 

{Uι"1M : a fL1} is an open family of the subspace M with finite intersection 

property. But the common part of the cIosures of U aÎlM in the subspace M is 

void. Hence M is not a quasi-compact subspace. This proves our theorem. 

2. Minimal Hausdorff spaces. 

We shalI write some definitions and theorems those are needed in the proof 

of Theorem 2.6. , and a lI of these can be found in the paper [5]. 

2. 1. Definition. A fiIter base ψ on a set X is said to be weaker than a filter 
base φ on X , if for each Ffψ， there exists some Gfφ such that GζF. 

2.2. Definition. Given a topological space X. An open filter base on X is a 
filter base composed excIusively of open sets. A closed fiI ter base on X is a 

filter base composed exclusively of cIosed sets. 

2.3. Definition. A topological space (X, W) is said to be minimal Hausdorff if 

W is Hausdorff and there exists no Hausdorff topology on X strictly weakcr than w. 

1n the comparison of topologies, a topology ~ wiU be weaker than a topology 

J if J is a subfamily of W. 

We shalI use foIIowing characterization of minimal Hausdorff spaces as 

in [1] , [2] and [5]. 

glven 
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2. 4. THEOREM. A ηecessary and sufficieηt condition that a H au었orff space 
(X ,1Ji?) be minimal Hausdoff is that 1Ji? sa#sfies property (η (ii): (i) Eνeγ'Y open 
filter base has an adherent point, (ii) if an open filter base has a μnique adherent 
point, then it converges to this poiηt. 

2.5. THEOREM. A Hausdorff space which satisfies (ii) also satz.sfies (i). 

2.6. THEOREM. Let {Xa : ad} be a famiψ of non-empty mtnimal Hausdorff 
spaces. then the þrod:μct sþace X=ITXo is a m쩌jηzal Hausdorff μlith the product 

topology. 

Proof. Let {Oß: ßfL1} be an open filter ba않 such that Oß=IIO.s' 0 '/3 is an 

open set in X o• Here rI denotes the cartesian product. Let us assume {Oß : ßfL1} 

has a unique adherent point d. Then d=A{Vβ : ßfL1}, and let da be the compo-

nent of d, in Xo. lt fo lIows that do=!:..{Vß : ßd}. Hence by the minimal pro

perty of X o• for any neighborhood V of 따， there exists an 0 '/3 such that 0 .8 
cV. Hence for any neighborhood U of d, there is an 0βcU. Hence we proved 

{Oβ : 하L1} converges to d안). We shall call an open set 0 in X a basic open set if 

it is the cartesian product of open sets of the factor spaces, and a closed set a 

basic closed set if it is the cartesian product of closed sets of the factor spaces. 

Now 1et {Oß: ßfL1} be an arbitrary open filter base with a unique adherent point 

d. For each 0얀{Oß: ßfL1}. A，β be the the 1east basic closed set containing Oß. 

Then Aβ=orIPo [AßJ. 1et Iß be the greatest open set contained in Po [Aß]. Then 

we can see that (9Ia)그Oβ and IJI§=Aβ. Here P 0 denotes the projection into 

factor space X a• Now we shall show that d is the unique adherent point of 

{Aß ! ßfL1}. Suppose X울d and xfA{Aβ} ， then there is an open set 0 ß such that 

Oβ터Oß; ßfL1} and xiVβ. Since the product space X is Hausdorff we can find an 

open neighborhood V of X and an open neighborhood U of d such that the int

ersection of U and V is void. Let U' be the comp1ement of U, then U' contains 

v. Without 10ss of generality we can assume U and V be basic open sets. Hence 

we can put V =IIP 0 [V] and U = rIP 0 [U]. Since the intersection of U and V is 

void we get df (막다꺼). Whence there exists a Pb [Vl such that Pb [d]빡띠. 

Let M be the open set in X which satisfies Pb[M] =Pb [V] and Pa [M] =Xa if a 

~b. Then CAß-M) is a closed set for each ßfL1. If for some ß, Oß and M 

have a void intersection then. 
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(Aβ-M) τ묘bPa[Aβ] X (Pb[Aβ] -Pb [V]) 

and Aß-M must contain 0 ß' it contradicts the definition of Aß. Hence 0β and 

M can not have a void intersection, so that {OβnM : ßfLl} has finite intersection 

property. Hence by the Theorem 1. 3. {OßnM: ßfLl} has an adherent point m that 

does not cincide with d. By construction m is contained in {Qβ :ßεLI} ， it is a 

contradiction. Thus we proved that {A
ß

: ßfLl} has the unique adherent point d. 

It fo11ows that the open fiIter base generated by {qIa : gεLI} has u때ue adherent 

point d, and by (*) it converges to d. Hence {Oß: ßfLl} converges to d. That 

proves our Theorem. 
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